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The association of maleness with God is a widespread, weighted, and overburdened trope—
that is, a figurative expression—that for many people seems to have lost its metaphoric
connotation and is taken literally. On one hand, the maleness of God has been effectively
taken for granted in a wide variety of religious traditions—especially in Judaism, Christian-
ity, and Islam, the so-called monotheistic religions, because they share a belief in the existence
of a single God, generally imagined as male. The maleness of God is taken for granted to such
an extent that it is rarely made explicit; many believers are hardly aware of the gendered
connotation of widespread metaphors such as of God as father. Thanks to the strong cultural
influence of Judeo-Christian traditions in the West, Western visual arts and cultures are
dominated by images of God as male and usually white, as is demonstrated by the enormous
popularity and wide circulation of the Italian artist Michelangelo’s (1475–1564) The
Creation of Adam, one of the most replicated religious paintings of all time.

On the other hand, the image of the male God has been the subject of acutely critical
theological reflection, especially from feminist and queer perspectives. The argument here is
that the assumed or proclaimed maleness of God is inherent to systems of power that benefit
men and those who are able to pass as normatively male. Idealized qualities of masculinity—
power, authority, strength, autonomy—find expression in divine imaginaries that press male
gods into service and underwrite the social expectations placed on men by demanding
conformity and proximity to these ideals. Work in masculinity and queer studies, however,
has shown masculinity to be a complex, intersected phenomenon, profoundly context-
specific; riven with contradictions, crises, and anxieties; lacking in essential characteristics;
plural; and with an uneasy relationship to male bodies and sexuality. This calls for further,
nuanced, and critical investigations into the relation between human masculinities and the
maleness of God.

Exploring the relationship between the maleness of God and human masculinities, this
chapter is divided into two main sections. The first section assesses the relation between
masculinities and the maleness of God with reference to three academic fields of study:
feminist studies in religion; the study of men, masculinities, and religion; and queer studies in
religion. The section also presents an overview of how this question is approached in these
different fields, demonstrating how the maleness of God and its impact on masculinities have
been probed, critiqued, interrogated, complicated, and subverted and examining the alter-
native imaginations, both of the divine and of masculinities, that have emerged. Going
beyond the feminist critique of the male God, this section investigates the implications of the
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more complex notions of masculinities that have arisen from critical gender and sexuality
studies for revising conventional assumptions about the maleness and masculinity of God.

Following this general overview, the second part of the chapter discusses how the
question of masculinities and the maleness of God plays out in a specific socioreligious
setting. The focus here is on African Christian contexts, where critical debates about gender,
specifically men and masculinities, have emerged in relation to wider social issues such as
gender-based violence, HIV and AIDS, and controversies over homosexuality. A key task in
this section is to explore the effort at transforming masculinities, and to examine whether this
is related to a radical transformation of masculine divine imaginaries.

MASCULINITIES AND THE MALE GOD: CRITICISM, NUANCE,
AND COMPLEXITY

FEMINIST STUDIES

Since their emergence in about the 1970s, feminist studies in religion and theology have
presented a radical critique of patriarchal religion, in particular, Christianity and Judaism.
Feminist scholars have explored the relationship between the marginalization, exclusion, and
oppression of women in religious communities both today and in the past, on one hand, and
the deeply rooted beliefs, symbols, and imaginaries from religious traditions, on the other. As
part of this project, they have paid critical attention to the imagination of the divine,
denouncing the strongly masculine, if not patriarchal, images of God that prevail in the
monotheistic religions. These religions, particularly Christianity and Judaism, have a strong
anthropomorphic tradition of speaking about and imagining God; that is, the divine is
described and/or imagined as having human attributes. The feminist concern about such
anthropomorphism, as captured by American scholar of early Christianity Elizabeth Castelli
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(1958–), is that ‘‘as soon as the divine is analogized to the human realm, gender emerges as a
problem of both difference and power’’ (Castelli 2001, 4). The gendered order of the human
realm is easily reflected upon the divine and vice versa, leading to a strong association of
maleness with God. This association has become the subject of feminist critique, most
famously expressed in the statement by self-described American ‘‘radical lesbian feminist’’
thinker Mary Daly (1928–2010) that ‘‘If God is male, then the male is God’’ (Daly 1973, 19),
a statement considered to be the ‘‘most important single proposition of feminist theology’’
(Keller 2008, 919). In addition to the maleness of God, feminists of color have interrogated the
overwhelmingly white image of God in Western religious thought, thus addressing the
intersections of gender and race and unmasking the workings of white male supremacy and
the religious roots of colonialism and racism (see, for example, Williams 1993).

One may ask which came first, the idea of God as male or male supremacy. Two
theories of male projection have been distinguished in feminist writings on religion: ‘‘On
the legitimation model, divine masculinity reflects and authorizes a social order in which
men dominate. On a correspondence level, the domination of men is already made
possible by a cultural order in which the masculine is deified’’ (Eilberg-Schwartz 1995,
15). In either case, there is a productive relation between the maleness of God in prevalent
Judeo-Christian traditions and the dominance and superiority of men in these religions.
American Christian feminist theologian Rosemary Radford Ruether (1936–) suggests that
this productive relation is a circular process, with the male God both corresponding to and
reinforcing a patriarchal system of male dominance:

Male monotheism reinforces the social hierarchy of patriarchal rule through its
religious system. . . . God is modeled after the patriarchal ruling class and is seen as
addressing this class of males directly, adopting them as his ‘‘sons.’’ They are his
representatives, the responsible partners of the covenant with him. Women as wives
now become symbolically repressed as the dependent servant class. . . . They relate
to man as he relates to God. A symbolic hierarchy is set up: God-male-female.
Women no longer stand in direct relation to God; they are connected to God
secondarily, through the male. (Ruether 1983, 53)

American Jewish feminist theologian Judith Plaskow (1947–) has made a similar point about
Judaism, stating that ‘‘when God is pictured as male in a community that understands ‘man’
to have been created in God’s image, it only makes sense that maleness functions as the norm
of Jewish humanity’’ (Plaskow 1991, 127). Obviously, according to these feminist scholars,
this symbolic gendered hierarchy construes and affects gender identities and gender relations
not just in the context of marriage or in religious roles narrowly defined but also, directly or
indirectly, in the human realm at large, including social, economic, and political spheres.

Islamic feminist scholarship appears to be less concerned with the maleness of God. One
reason may be that the representation of God in Islamic traditions is less anthropomorphic
than in Christian and Jewish contexts. According to Pakistani-born, American-based Mus-
lim feminist scholar Asma Barlas (1950–), there is a ‘‘repudiation of the patriarchal imaginary
of God-the-Father’’ in the Qur’an, and she argues that therefore it is ‘‘unconscionable to read
Islam as a theological patriarchy’’ because it is unacceptable for men to represent their rule as
replicating the model of divine patriarchy (Barlas 2002, 94). At the same time, she acknowl-
edges the irony that Muslims reject representations of God as father/male while continuing
to use masculine language for God and, on that basis, propagating the principle of male
supremacy. Also, even if God is not imagined as father in Islam, other masculine metaphors
for God (such as king and ruler) do occur in Islamic traditions and have been argued to be
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central to Islamic constructions of masculinity (De Sondy 2013). This suggests that there is,
in fact, a broadly similar dynamic in Muslim, Christian, and Jewish traditions—that of a
critical, productive relation between masculine language and imagery for God and structures
of male privilege and supremacy.

MASCULINITY STUDIES

As a response to feminist movements and scholarship, since the 1980s masculinity studies has
arisen as a subfield within the larger body of gender studies in the humanities and social
sciences. This development is reflected in religious studies and theology, with the emergence of
what the German-born, US-based scholar of religion, gender, and culture Björn Krondorfer
(1959–) has called ‘‘critical men’s studies in religion’’ (Krondorfer 2009, xiv); the adjective
critical indicates that ‘‘bringing gender consciousness to the analysis and interpretation of men
in relation to all aspects of religion is indispensable; otherwise, we might just slip back into a
long tradition of reiterations of male dominance within the sphere of religion’’ (Krondorfer
2009, xvii). Sympathetic to feminist concerns, scholars in this field indeed have been critical of
masculinist God language, admitting that ‘‘in the Jewish and Christian monotheistic traditions,
imagining God in exclusively masculine terms has legitimated, even sacralised, the dominance
of men and the ’’othering‘‘ of women’’ (Boyd, Longwood, and Muesse 1996, 286). However,
scholars in this field have also complicated the feminist argument about the maleness of God as
necessarily reinforcing a dominant masculinity.

The most important study in this regard is by American Jewish studies scholar Howard
Eilberg-Schwartz (1956–) in his book provocatively titled God’s Phallus and Other Problems for
Men and Monotheism (1995). A key argument developed there is that the symbol of a male God,
as much as it may legitimate masculinity, also destabilizes masculinity and poses serious problems
for men in these religious traditions. While he is in agreement with feminist claims that the
masculine image of God reinforces masculinity and undermines female experience, Eilberg-
Schwartz points out that ‘‘this focus has tended to conflate human and divine masculinities
into one undifferentiated symbol,’’ where, in his opinion, ‘‘divine masculinity and human
masculinity [are] two separable and sometimes conflicting symbols’’ (Eilberg-Schwartz 1995,
5–6). He develops this argument with reference to ancient Judaism, where he identifies two sets of
dilemmas evoked by the maleness of God. The first is homoeroticism, resulting from the erotic
and sexual metaphors used in the Hebrew Bible to describe the divine-human relationship, with
human males being imagined to play the primary role in the intimate relationship with God. This
is particularly problematic because human masculinity, at the same time, was strongly associated
with procreation and thus was unambiguously heterosexual. According to Eilberg-Schwartz,
ancient Judaism sought to escape from the homoerotic dilemma in two ways: by prohibiting
depicting God, that is, by veiling the body of God, and by feminizing men, imagining them as
wives of God (which effectively made women superfluous in the religious imaginary).

The second dilemma that he observes is generated by the monotheistic emphasis on the
sexlessness of the Father God—that is, God imagined as having no sexual partners—which
was problematic in a patrilineally organized society where kinship and descent are traced
through the male line: ‘‘How can men, who are expected to procreate and reproduce the
lineage of their fathers, be made in the image of a sexless God?’’ (Eilberg-Schwartz 1995,
199). Eilberg-Schwartz argues that this dilemma resulted in a tendency toward asceticism
within Judaism, producing a form of masculinity that becomes increasingly at odds with the
male body and is occupied instead with studying the Torah (the first and most important part
of the Jewish Bible).
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God’s Phallus provides original insights into the question of why monotheism imagines
God as a disembodied being and into the question of how the image of God as male affects
the construction of masculinity in a religious context. Part of Eilberg-Schwartz’s argument
can be applied to monotheistic religions other than Judaism, in particular, to Christianity.
Here the homoerotic dilemma manifests in a new way in relation to the male body of Christ
as a central object of religious imagination and desire. The maleness of Christ leads to a
feminization of the church as a collective of believers, such as in the biblical metaphor of the
church as a bride entering into a marriage with Christ—a drama played out in the Christian
liturgy, especially in the ritual of the Eucharist, or Holy Communion. On one hand, this
homoerotic undercurrent in Christianity may be one explanation for the institution of
celibacy of priests in the Catholic Church, the controversies over the ordination of women
in many denominations, and the historical feminization of Christianity. On the other hand,
in contemporary gay religious writings, this Christian form of homoeroticism has sometimes
been explicitly embraced as an affirmation of gay male sexuality—with some Christian gay
writers centering their spirituality on the erotic desire for Jesus Christ (Gorsline 1996). The
importance of Eilberg-Schwartz’s study is in the way it complicates the relation between the
maleness of God and human masculinity; as much as this might be a productive relation, the
image of God as male does not (always) simply reinforce male supremacy but also creates
ambiguities and tensions for men and masculinity.

Two key insights promoted by masculinity studies are the plurality of masculinities—
the existence of different ideals and norms of masculinity, performed or aspired to by
different groups of men and intersecting with categories such as class, age, race, ethnicity,
and sexuality—and the dynamics of power between these multiple masculinities (Connell
2005). Building upon these insights, scholars of men, masculinities, and religion studies have
further been able to explore the various and complex ways in which the symbol of God the
Father and other male imaginaries of the divine affect and shape men’s experiences and
constructions of masculinity in religious settings.

The intersection of masculinity with other categories of identity and power is thus
significant. For example, in dominant Western religious traditions God is imagined not only
as male but also as white, making this God an important symbol not only for the oppression
of women but also of racial and ethnic ‘‘others.’’ As American black theologian Dwight
Hopkins (1953–) puts it: ‘‘For too long, black males have been on their knees praying to an
old white man with grey hair. . . . This old, grey haired, white god has been one of the deepest
causes for black self-hatred. In this sinful faith of self-hatred, black men can only be
themselves by first becoming white’’ (Hopkins 2003, 33). The European and European-
American symbol of the white male God reflects the hegemonic ideal of white masculinity
and a worldview in which white men are ‘‘placed at the highest point of earthly creation,
linked via the angels to God’’ (Dyer 1997, 22). Only a beginning has been made to come to
an understanding of how, historically and theologically, this has affected the relationship
between racially and ethnically diverse masculinities and how black and other racially
marginalized men have negotiated their relationship to God and religion (cf. Boyd 2011).

In addition to the problems related to the image of the male Father God, attention also
needs to be given to possible constructive effects, such as how images of divine fatherhood
might shape practices of fatherhood—for better or for worse—among men. In Christianity
the notion of God’s fatherhood is even stronger than in Judaism, because it is reinforced and
made much more central by the belief in Jesus Christ as the Son of God and the related
doctrine of the Trinity (that is, the classic Christian belief that God is one and yet consists of
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three persons: God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit), making divine fatherhood not
merely a metaphor but more or less literal. Especially in renewalist and charismatic strands of
contemporary Christianity, such as evangelical and Pentecostal movements, the fatherhood of
God has been used as a resource in masculinity politics, to set a model for men to take up their
role and responsibility as the head of the family amid a perceived crisis of fatherhood in society
(Wilcox 2004; van Klinken 2013; Santos 2012). The ambiguity of such politics is captured by
American sociologist W. Bradford Wilcox (1970–) in his study of evangelical masculinity in
the United States, when he writes: ‘‘Conservative Protestant theological assumptions about the
nature of God the Father . . . thus give shape to a model of human fatherhood that encom-
passes, on the one hand, love, abiding concern, and mercy, and on the other, authority, justice,
and sufficient severity to engender fear in a child’’ (Wilcox 2004, 106).

Obviously, the image of divine fatherhood can be understood in different ways and thus
can be employed to different ends, giving rise to different models of human fatherhood.
Given that the notion of God’s fatherhood has often been interpreted in patriarchal terms—
with God being the lord and ruler of the world—this symbol is, however, likely to inspire
patriarchal forms of fatherhood that are defined, for example, by the notion of headship of
the family (see, for instance, Barbeau 2003). At the same time, the changing perceptions and
practices of fatherhood in modern times might also have an impact upon the understanding
of God as Father (Fischer 2008; Longwood 1996).

Scholars in the field of men, masculinities, and religion have presented different views on
how to develop positive visions of masculinity in relation to the divine. For instance, in the
landmark volume Redeeming Men: Religion and Masculinities (1996), American scholar of
religion and masculinities Seth Mirsky suggests that female images derived from Goddess
spirituality hold great promise, as they can help men to develop a more wholesome sense of the
male self. The Goddess, he argues, helps men to be fathers without becoming patriarchs:
different from the dominant male God of traditional religiosity, the Goddess is ‘‘deeply
involved with and concerned for the life he [the male believer in the Goddess] helps engender’’
(Mirsky 1996, 204). This involvement, according to Mirsky, ‘‘takes the form of nurturance,
not control’’ and thus presents an alternative model of parenthood to men (Mirsky 1996, 204).
Where Mirsky refers to Goddess spirituality as an alternative source of religious wisdom and
knowledge, it is critical to acknowledge that female images of the divine are also found in
monotheistic religions, including in the Hebrew and Christian Bible, and thus could be used to
counterbalance the dominance of masculine images in these traditions. Eilberg-Schwartz
acknowledges the importance of female images to balance the male imaginary of the divine,
yet he emphasizes the potential of particular fatherly images of God: ‘‘If we embrace such
images with care, we may be able to help realize the goals of the women’s movement’’ (Eilberg-
Schwartz 1994, 239). In other words, he suggests that if the right fatherly images are selected
and foregrounded, they can have a positive effect on men and masculinities.

QUEER STUDIES

In the field of queer studies in religion, which emerged in the 1990s, scholars have taken new
approaches to the question of the maleness of God and its relation to masculinities. Much of
this work has concerned debunking any stable categories and fixed notions of God, gender,
and sexuality. Taking seriously the analytical distinction between sex and gender, American
queer theorist J. Halberstam (1961–) has coined the notion of ‘‘female masculinity’’—a
performance of gender perceived as typically masculine but by a female body. This questions
the almost automatic equation of maleness and masculinity that prevails in masculinity
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studies and that can also be observed in the body of scholarship discussed earlier. According
to Halberstam, ‘‘Far from being an imitation of maleness, female masculinity actually affords
us a glimpse of how masculinity actually is constructed as masculinity’’—constructed in such
a way that male masculinity appears to be ‘‘the real thing’’ (Halberstam 1998, 1). If female
masculinity is not an imitation of maleness, it cannot be an imitation of the male God either.
However, it might be inspired by the image of a female God or the Goddess, who might be
masculine at the same time and who affirms the gendered sense of self of queer and/or
masculine women (Wilcox 2009). The notion of female masculinity thus may be used to
trouble the idea of the male God, as apparently masculine depictions of God can no longer be
taken as stable signifiers of God’s sex: they may instead be read as cases of divine gender
performance or even parody.

In queer theology, which so far is a largely Christian discourse, scholars have critically
interrogated the gendered and sexual image of God. The contribution of queer theologians is
twofold. First, they have highlighted the fluidity and ambiguity of gender in God, rendering
God a complexly gendered being. British theologian Gavin D’Costa (1958–), for example,
builds on the writings of twentieth-century Swiss Catholic theologian Hans Urs von
Balthasar (1905–1988) to develop a queer account of the Christian doctrine of the Trinity.
According to D’Costa, in Balthasar’s theology, God the Father ‘‘is not purely supramascu-
line, for in always receiving from and being defined by the Son and Spirit he too has an
eternally suprafeminine dimension’’ (D’Costa 2007, 274). This vision of God refers to the
relationship of interdependence and love between the different persons in the divine Trinity,
which suggests that God the Father is not a typical patriarch but instead, according to
D’Costa, includes both male and female, ‘‘supramasculine and suprafeminine’’ aspects.
Hence he concludes that the Trinity challenges traditional religious patriarchy ‘‘at its
metaphysical roots’’ (D’Costa 2007, 274).

However, D’Costa argues that Balthasar’s Trinity so to say is not queer enough, because
it does not question but rather reinforces the association of the male aspect of God with
activity and generation. He further suggests that Balthasar did not take his own Trinitarian
symbolics fully seriously, as this would have led him to a more radically queer imagination of
God. D’Costa’s argument—which is rather hard to understand for nontheological
specialists—is that a prominent Catholic theologian such as Balthasar presents an under-
standing of the classical Christian doctrine of the Trinity that is fundamentally queer. Taking
this queer understanding of the Trinity seriously, D’Costa suggests, would mean that the
practice of exclusive male ordination to the priesthood is ‘‘heretical’’ (D’Costa 2007, 269)
and that women’s ordination is imperative in order for the church to reflect the gendered
nature of God, comprising both male and female, masculine and feminine.

Second, queer theologians have also brought sexuality into the image of God. Where
Eilberg-Schwartz, with reference to ancient Judaism, highlights the textual references to the
veiling of the body of God as an attempt to desexualize God in order to avoid the homoerotic
dilemma, queer theologians have explicitly imagined God as a sexual being. One of the most
radical proposals has come from Argentine-born queer theologian Marcella Althaus-Reid
(1952–2009), who in her book The Queer God (2003) aims to rediscover God outside the
heterosexual ideology that has become prevalent in Christianity and thus to facilitate ‘‘the
coming out of the closet of God by a process of theological queering’’ (2). Like D’Costa,
Althaus-Reid takes the Christian doctrine of the Trinity as her starting point, elaborating on
the relationship manifested within God. She conceives of this as a sexual relationship—and a
principally open relationship, for that matter, as the different persons in the Trinity are, in
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her words, ‘‘promiscuous’’ in sharing love and intimacy. Thus she writes about the Trinity as
a divine orgy and about Christ as bisexual. The queer God, for Althaus-Reid, is a God-in-
community, especially with sexual and other outcasts, and hence this God can be recognized
‘‘in the loving expressions of relationships at the margins of the defined decent and proper in
Christianity’’ (Althaus-Reid 2007, 170). Moving far beyond a narrow concern with the
inclusion of gay and lesbian people in the church, in her provocative work Althaus-Reid
creatively imagines how God can be found, for example, in leather bars and can be recognized
in sex workers and people with sadomasochist preferences. Her proposal for a radically queer
God precludes any stable image of a male Father God and prevents such an image from
reinforcing any hegemonic (white, heterosexual, and/or patriarchal) masculinity. Instead, it
opens up space to relate a whole variety of gender and sexuality performances to the divine—
gay and straight, bi- and pansexual, vanilla and kinky, travesty and other forms of trans-
gression. Provoking and subverting traditional Christian moralities, her work is rooted in a
radical ethical framework of justice and what she calls ‘‘queer holiness.’’

MASCULINITIES AND IMAGINARIES OF GOD
IN AFRICAN CHRISTIANITY

How does the question of the relationship of masculinities and the maleness of God play out
in a specific socioreligious setting? Following the general discussion given earlier, in the
second part of this chapter the focus shifts to debates about gender, specifically men and
masculinities, in African Christian contexts. This section gives an overview of some debates
in African theology and then briefly discusses how these issues play out on a grassroots level.
As far as African theology is concerned, various strands can be distinguished, such as black
theology, which foregrounds issues of race and was particularly strong in South Africa during
the 1970s and 1980s but lost much of its momentum there after the end of apartheid in
1994; liberation theology, which is concerned with poverty and broader issues of socio-
economic oppression in postcolonial Africa; inculturation theology, which presents a quest
for African Christian cultural authenticity; and African women’s theology, which fore-
grounds women’s experiences on the continent. The boundaries between these paradigms
are fluid, but it is mainly in the latter strand that issues of gender have been raised and the
question of the maleness of God has been critically interrogated.

MASCULINITIES AND THE MALENESS OF GOD IN A CONTEXT OF HIV

In the circles of African theology, gender was made an issue thanks to the efforts of African
women theologians, who since 1989 have been organized in the Circle of Concerned African
Women Theologians (henceforth the Circle). Committed to bringing women’s experiences
into theological discourse, African women theologians have expressed a major concern to
acknowledge and develop the full humanity of women, which in their opinion is threatened
by the patriarchal traditions in African societies, cultures, and churches. In 2007, the Circle
for the first time invited male theologians to its pan-African conference. The conference
theme was religion, gender, and HIV and AIDS, building on a decade-long engagement of
the Circle with the gendered aspects of the HIV epidemic. Where the focus until then had
been on women’s gendered vulnerabilities, the 2007 conference theme included a focus on
‘‘liberating masculinities’’ in the context of HIV and AIDS. This focus was informed by
the awareness that prevalent forms of masculinity in contemporary African contexts fuel
the spread of HIV because of their emphasis on sexual competition, the aversion to condom
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use, the subjugation of women, aggressiveness, and the use of violence against women
(van Klinken and Chitando 2015). These masculinities are generally explained with reference
to the patriarchal structures and ideologies in African societies, cultures, and religions. Thus,
with regard to African women theologians and their male allies, it has been argued: ‘‘Inves-
tigating the ideological basis of patriarchy, the theologians generally consider African cultures
and traditional religions as patriarchal. However, a central thesis in their work is that Western
colonial government and missionary Christianity have introduced a far more ‘monolithic’
patriarchy in which male and female are rigidly opposed to each other’’ (van Klinken 2013, 31).

A major factor in this process, according to prominent Ghanaian woman theologian
Mercy Amba Oduyoye (1934–), is the Christian monotheistic introduction of the male God
that replaced the rich universe of male, female, and androgynous deities and gods typical of
the African traditional religious imagination. Oduyoye quotes a poem from South African
theologian Betty Govinden (1944–). Written in the context of South Africa and its particular
history of systematic racial oppression in the form of apartheid, this poem—titled ‘‘Re-
imagining God’’ (Govinden 1997)—addresses the racialized and gendered construction of
the white male God introduced by European missionaries. As such, the poem reflects, on one
hand, the South African tradition of black theology that, like US black theology, interrogates
theological ideologies of white supremacy and imagines God as being on the side of the
struggle for equal rights and human dignity. On the other hand, it reflects the tradition of
African women’s theology, which is primarily concerned with the examination of theological
ideologies of gender. Oduyoye quotes the poem in this context, as an illustration of the
broader African encounter with the two monotheistic religions that have become dominant
on the continent, Christianity and Islam, which has had a profound impact on the indige-
nous religious imagination. As she puts it, ‘‘While there is specifically male and specifically
female imagery of the Source Being to be found in Africa, under the influence of Christianity
and Islam a patriarchal God has been enthroned, in whose name women who pray to God as
‘God our Mother’ are victimized’’ (Oduyoye 2001, 43). Hence she argues that it is time for
women theologians in Africa to deconstruct the colonial and missionary imposition of a
white male God and to engage in a quest of reimagining God and reclaiming traditions from
African indigenous religions.

According to these gender-critical theologians, one of the implications of the introduc-
tion of the Christian male God in Africa has been that women have been marginalized, in
religious, domestic, and wider social spheres, while men’s sense of power and dominance has
been reinforced. For instance, Sidney Berman, a biblical studies scholar from Botswana who
conducted research on the Bible and perceptions of masculinity among Setswana (the main
ethnic group in Botswana) men in an evangelical church, concludes:

Not only is God [for these men] male, but God ‘‘has all power . . . [and] is the judge
of all.’’ This inevitably constructs an ideal perfect male as one who has absolute
power and control over other people. It explains why this God cannot be a woman,
for a woman does not normally exercise power or aggression. Herein lies a norm for
authority and control, which will most likely be used against ‘‘weaker’’ human
beings, especially women. (Berman 2012, 202)

This is an illustration of Mary Daly’s statement, mentioned earlier, that if God is male, then
male becomes God. In colonial Africa it was white men who first and foremost represented
the Euro-Christian God and who in the process subordinated African men to the norm of
white masculinity. In postcolonial Africa, with the inculturation and widespread adoption of
Christianity by Africans, God may have become less white but is still male, thus legitimating
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a social structure of male supremacy. According to Berman and other scholars, the perceived
maleness of God appears to be particularly critical in contemporary African contexts, as it
reinforces popular forms of masculinity related to power, dominance, and control, which, in
a context of HIV, imposes very serious and real life threats—not only to women and children
but actually to men themselves as well.

REDEMPTIVE MASCULINITIES AND REIMAGINING GOD

Since the 2007 Circle conference, African women theologians and their male allies have
interrogated the problematic intersections of masculinities, sexuality, religion, and health
and have also engaged in a quest for a transformation of masculinities, variously referred to as
redemptive or liberating masculinities. Zimbabwean religious studies scholars Ezra Chitando
(1969—) and Sophie Chirongoma have coined the term redemptive masculinities for the new
forms of masculinity that religious communities, in their opinion, need to engender. They
realize that this notion might be challenging in the context of societies already dominated by
men, as it ‘‘might conjure an image of supermen who intervene swiftly and decisively to save
women and children: male saviours!’’ (Chitando and Chirongoma 2012, 1). Yet they state:
‘‘We embrace and employ the concept of redemptive masculinities to characterize and
identify masculinities that are life-giving in a world reeling from the effects of violence and
the AIDS pandemic. In particular, we wish to underline the importance of religio-cultural
resources in the emergence of liberating ‘more peaceful and harmonious masculinities’’’
(Chitando and Chirongoma 2012, 1).

Where the notion here is interpreted as men and masculinities having a redemptive, that is,
a life-giving, effect in the family, the community, and society at large, it could also be taken as
referring to masculinities that have been or are to be redeemed. Indeed, Chitando elsewhere
uses the term liberating masculinities in this twofold way: as referring to masculinities that
contribute to the liberation of women but also to masculinities that enable a liberation of men
from patriarchy (Chitando 2009, 92–93). With regard to the liberation of women in Chris-
tianity, feminist theologian Ruether (1983) has asked whether a male savior (Jesus Christ) can
save women. Paraphrasing this question, one could also ask whether a male God can actually
save men and redeem masculinity. The African theologians under discussion do not directly
raise or answer this question. However, they suggest that the redemption of masculinity aims to
remind men of the humanity they have in common with women (van Klinken 2013, 52). For
that purpose they present an image of God that reflects this concern: it is defined by ethical
values such as the protection of life, the promotion of justice, and solidarity with the
marginalized. It is this image of God in which human beings, men and women together, are
created: ‘‘The God that created males [also] created females, gave both the same spirit, and
called both human. What is central to our humanity, therefore, is that both female and male are
akin to God, having received the same divine spirit. Gender does not define our worthiness,
since it is not present in God’’ (Oduyoye 2001, 42). Once masculinities have been redeemed
along these lines, these theologians believe that men will be liberated from patriarchy; a shared
quest for humanity, instead of a struggle for power, will define gender relations; and mascu-
linities, as much as femininities, will become redemptive, that is, life-giving.

GOD AND GENDER JUSTICE

The image of God that these theologians propose in order to bring about such a transformation
in gender relations, and specifically in masculinities, is defined by general ethical values. In
terms of gender, the suggestion is that God can be imagined in many different ways—as male,
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female, and androgynous—and that these various images can complement each other and
together contribute to gender justice. Thus, male images of God are not necessarily seen as
problematic. As Oduyoye writes with reference to the image of God as father: ‘‘For African
Christians, African religio-cultural presuppositions have meant that the fatherhood of God in
the Bible does not confer any special priority to human fathers; in the tradition the father’s role
is carefully balanced by a mother’s counterpart. So, calling God ‘Father’ or using a masculine
pronoun in relation to God does not unsettle women in Africa’’ (Oduyoye 1995, 179).

Her suggestion is that because of the memory and latent influence of African traditional
religions with their rich and diverse imagination of God, African Christians will not easily
interpret the fatherhood image of God as adding power to human fatherhood or masculinity.
The condition here is that male images of God do not become dominant or exclusive of other
images but rather are balanced with female and gender-neutral images. Also, male and female
images in the end are only metaphors, because it is believed that God is spirit and that thus
there is no gender in God. With reference to African traditional religions, Oduyoye points
out that deities can be strongly male or female but that the Supreme Being—‘‘the Ultimate
Source and Sustainer of life and the universe . . . who is conventionally called God in
English’’ (1995, 111)—is androgynous. This becomes the model for an inculturated African
Christian imagination of God, which is not exclusively male or female but is defined—in the
words of Malawian theologian Isabel Phiri—by gender justice. It is this notion of God as a
God of justice that is at the heart of the struggle for a transformation of gender relations and
masculinities: ‘‘Gender justice means promoting the humanity of both women and men in
the church and using their gifts as revealed by God. Any form of discrimination and
oppression mars the image of God in creation and humanity, for God is a God of justice
and the practice of Christianity is supposed to reflect the justice of God’’ (Phiri 2002, 77).

African theologians have used similar notions of justice as rooted in an alternative
theological imagination of God to fight colonialism and racism. These ideas potentially also
provide a basis for progressive engagement with issues of homosexuality and affirmation of
the human rights of LGBT people on the continent—an area that causes great controversy in
African Christian circles, as popular forms of Christianity fuel homophobia and have
inspired new antihomosexuality laws in various countries, most famously Uganda and
Nigeria (van Klinken 2016). As much as African women theologians have questioned the
white and male imagining of God, they have not yet generally interrogated the heteronor-
mative frame in which the Christian God in Africa has been conceived. African queer
theology, which is still in its infancy, could take as its starting points the rich universe of
African deities and gods and their sometimes complex and fluid gendered and sexual nature
(Olúpònà 2011), in order to develop notions of masculinity and femininity outside hetero-
normative, rigid binary schemes of complementarity and reproduction.

A GRASSROOTS AFRICAN CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE

The work of African theologians on issues of gender, specifically masculinities, and their
critique of the dominant male image of God introduced by Christianity cannot be taken to
be representative of developments in African Christianity more broadly. At a grassroots level,
it is not academic critical theology but popular forms of Christianity that are highly
influential. In particular, Pentecostal traditions have increasingly come to define Christianity
in Africa since the 1970s, imposing quite a different gender and sexual political agenda than
do these academic theologians. As much as Pentecostal churches in Africa make serious
efforts to change men and transform masculinities in order to overcome HIV and AIDS and
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to address gender-based violence, these efforts are based on redefined notions of male
headship and leadership instead of a commitment to gender equality and justice (Chitando
2007). They are found, for example, to promote ideals of ‘‘biblical fatherhood’’ and
‘‘responsible manhood’’ that are inspired not only by father figures in the Bible but also by
the fatherhood of God (van Klinken 2013, 103–148). The latter is then presented as a model
and inspiration for men in contemporary society who struggle to play their ‘‘God-given
father role’’ in the family but also in society more broadly (cited in van Klinken 2013, 126).
This is a concrete example of the image of God as father being used both to reinforce men’s
authority and power and to constructively redefine and transform masculinity while remain-
ing within a patriarchal ideology.

Summary

This chapter explores the complex relationship between the assumed or proclaimed maleness of
God and human masculinities, mostly with reference to Judeo-Christian traditions. It discusses
the ways in which scholars of different academic perspectives have approached and are inter-
rogating this relationship. Feminist scholars have radically critiqued the male God as privileging
masculinity and reinforcing patriarchy. In masculinity studies this critique is generally acknowl-
edged, but at the same time the problems that the male image of God might pose to men and
masculinity are foregrounded, as are the various productive (though often ambivalent) effects of
this dominant symbol when mobilized in masculinity politics, that is, deliberate efforts to change
men and transform masculinity. In queer studies, the association of masculinity with the male
body is questioned, opening new ways of thinking, such as about female masculinities. The
instability of gender is also foregrounded, enabling more fluid and ambiguous gendered
imaginations of the divine; at the same time sexuality is provocatively brought into the
discussion, allowing queer masculinities and sexualities to be thought of as reflecting God.

Demonstrating the concrete implications of the maleness of God for human masculinities,
this chapter further examines the work of African theologians who see a direct connection
between the colonial and missionary introduction of the Christian (white) male God and a
rigid gender binary that privileges men and masculinity and that proves to be detrimental in the
face of the epidemics of HIV and gender-based violence. Reclaiming African indigenous
imaginations of the divine, African women theologians propose more gender-inclusive images
of God that contribute to gender justice and to transforming masculinities accordingly. The
brief discussion of Pentecostalism demonstrates that at a grassroots level in African Christianity,
patriarchal and heteronormative male images of God remain popular and are mobilized to
bring about a transformation of masculinities within a patriarchal framework.

These more local instantiations of male images of God in Pentecostal and other religious
circles offer a broader challenge for feminist and other critics of the male imaginary of God in
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. As much as they develop and propose alternative imagi-
nations of and language for the divine, the mainstream of believers within these religions
seem to be generally indifferent to the critique and not receptive to progressive alternatives.
This reveals the deep-rootedness of gendered religious symbols and the difficulty in changing
enormously popular and powerful images such as of God as father.

In spite of such difficulty, in a more subtle way the gendered imaginations of God might
very well be subject to change. This has to do with the modern changes in perceptions of
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masculinity and fatherhood, which are likely to have an impact on the particular ways God is
imagined as male or father. The relation between human masculinities and the maleness of
God is one of mutually productive influence—and with masculinity being plural, complex,
ambiguous, intersectional, unstable, and subject to change, so is the image of the male God.
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